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Abstract—In wireless sensor networks, link metric estimation at each hop should not require a long history of packet exchanges. In this paper, we explore several approaches to link quality estimation. We report on the results of experiments on the Grenoble testbed of the FIT IoT-lab composed of a set of Cortex M3 nodes with IEEE 802.15.4 radios. Whereas the received signal power is a poor indication of PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio) that one can expect on a given link, LQI (Link Quality Indicator) gives more accurate information. We propose a two stage classification, in which a very large fraction of links are immediately either deemed usable or not, while the remaining ones need a bit more testing before they are advertised by the routing protocol as good or weak links.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks, Link Metric Estimation, LQI

I. INTRODUCTION

Routing in multi-hop low power networks requires dedicated routing protocols like RPL [1], LOADng [2] or LRP [3]. These protocols have to keep their own footprint small while selecting the best way to route the data traffic. However, the routing protocol builds on the links that nodes announce to their neighbors, so that this preliminary link quality assessment needs to be precise and accurate for routing to succeed. Also, the metric (or metrics) estimation at this point should not require a long history of packet exchanges, since this would require that nodes passively monitor traffic or exchange dummy packets before effectively joining the network, or alternatively, it could cause several routing updates at the network initialization while the metric stabilizes. Furthermore, in the cases where energy or traffic generation would be much constrained like multi-hop LPWAN, it is easy to imagine situations in which nodes could not get to even overhear much of the packets from neighbors that they are not associated with.

On the Grenoble testbed of the FIT IoT-lab\textsuperscript{1}, we have used a set of Cortex M3 nodes with IEEE 802.15.4 radios (AT86RF231 radio chip) to experiment with several approaches to link quality estimation. We have started with the observation that our testbed exhibits the same kind of packet delivery ratio variability un function of the distance and the received signal power as reported in the previous work (Section II). In contrast, we have obtained more accurate and smoother varying results by reading LQI (Link Quality Indicator) after packet reception, so we base our link classification on this measurement (Section III). Although LQI brings more valuable information, we show in Section IV that it is still safer to check connectivity in the reverse direction, whereas only a small fraction of the links basically require more effort to assess their reliability.

We end up with a metric that revives the weak link and hop count of the early versions of LOADng: by classifying suspicious links as weak links, they would be avoided by the routing protocol as long as other options exist. This classification only requires few packet exchanges and it can be far more stable than ETX that may lead to concentrate the power drain on the node at the head of a marginal link due to retransmissions.

II. BASIC METRICS AND THEIR FLAWS

The hop count is the most basic metric, it simply counts the number of nodes crossed to reach a destination. This metric is simple and straightforward to implement, but is too naive for wireless or PLC (Power Line Communication) links. Indeed, when building their routes, a node will tend to use more distant neighbors that appear closer from the intended destination. This bias has a drawback: the farthest neighbors are also those with which communication is the most difficult: long links tend to be at the edge of the communication range and thus more lossy.

The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) captures the link quality through its loss rate. Inverting PDR gives the number of transmissions likely needed to get one packet through a link: this is ETX (Expected Transmission Count) metric of RPL [4]. The idea behind ETX is that, considering the network as a whole, it is equivalent to for instance retransmit the same packet twice on the same node or use a two-hop route. What ETX does not capture, though, is that it leads to disregard reliable multi-hop routes in favor of concentrating the (re)transmission effort on nodes at the head of lossy links.

Obtaining a reliable estimate of ETX (or PDR) may be challenging in itself. Woo et al. [5], [6] proposed a moving average estimator to dampen reception rate statistics over several time intervals, which trades stability for reactivity. Moreover, this type of estimators is usable a posteriori, i.e., it requires substantial traffic already sent from a neighbor node. So, although such an approach is useful to re-optimize the routes, it does not provide a priori information, i.e., when we have just received only one packet from a previously unknown

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.iot-lab.info
Fig. 1: Relation between the average RSSI of a link and its length (distance between the emitter and the receiver). Each point is a link between two of the 28 testbed nodes. The lack of reception below the radio sensitivity threshold (-91 dBm) biases the set of values; so the linear regression is computed only below 6 meters.

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard proposes two ways of assessing the link quality after packet reception, both measured at the physical layer:

- the Radio Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) that captures the average power of the received signal over eight IEEE 802.15.4 symbols;
- the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) that characterizes if the last packet was “heard” clearly or not.

The trend of RSSI vs. distance in Figure 1 corroborates already reported measurements [7], [8]. In the figure, each point is the average of ≈ 2000 measurements over each link, on all 16 available frequency channels. First, we observe two groups of dots: below 6 m, RSSI is well over the receiver sensitivity (-91 dBm for our chips) and it follows a clear linear trend. It reflects a linear relationship between the received sensitivity and it follows a clear linear trend of values; so the linear regression is computed only below 6 meters.

Second, for distances where RSSI falls often below the sensitivity (beyond 6 m, in this setup), the measurements are biased by packet losses. So we do not use them for the linear fit, though the remaining points still follow the same trend.

Essentially, RSSI is very coarsely correlated with distance and longer links can be safely reachable while relatively short ones are unusable.

Looking at the relationship between RSSI and packet delivery ratio in Figure 2 reveals that the links at least 6 dB above the radio reception power threshold (i.e., -85 dBm) are usable without question. However, RSSI gives little information for the links below this limit: a vast majority of the links are still usable, even where RSSI is near the radio reception power threshold (i.e., -91 dBm), whereas some others should be avoided because they lose 90% of packets, or more.

In an outdoor environment, also with IEEE 802.15.4 radios, Zennaro et al. [8] found the same kind of RSSI threshold value below which the link quality is all but certain although some links may be good.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF LINKS BASED ON LQI

RSSI indicates the power of the received signal on the IEEE 802.15.4 channel during the reception of the frame header. However, it does not provide information on the noise intensity nor on the interference. IEEE 802.15.4 proposes another metric called the Link Quality Indicator (LQI), which is an estimation of the quality of the received packet. The standard does not give a definite computation method for LQI; it thus depends on the chip implementation. This may explain why LQI is sometimes considered loosely related to PDR (e.g., Papadopoulos et al. [9]). The standard only states that LQI is a value between 0 and 255, where 0 corresponds to the worst links and 255 to the best ones. In the case of AT86RF231 used by the nodes of our testbed, the transceiver computes LQI from the correlation of multiple received symbols of the frame with the expected signal. The result intends to give insight on PDR that one can expect. We confirm this with the results in Section III-A that mostly match the claims of the datasheet [10].

In Section II and Figure 2, we found that RSSI is not sufficient to classify the links when the signal power falls below −85 dBm. When RSSI becomes irrelevant, LQI begins to provide interesting information. Figure 3 summarizes the information provided by LQI within this range and shows that when RSSI reaches the radio reception threshold (−91 dBm), LQI still allows to consider 40% of them as certainly good links with perfect reception quality. By contrast, ETX is often a very unstable metric for these marginal links [11].
Fig. 3: Distribution of LQI for a packet received with given RSSI. The classification follows the criteria in Table I. The rightmost bar is for $LQI = 255$ only, the other bars aggregate 30 consecutive values.

Fig. 4: Distribution of PDR of a link as a function of the average perceived LQI. The uncertain zone corresponds to the best LQI values. Note that $LQI = 255$ is not included in the uncertain zone.

A. Criteria for Link Classification

Figure 4 presents the correlation between PDR of a link and the average LQI perceived by a node. Considering that good links are those whose PDR $> 80\%$, we can identify three zones summarized in Table I. On the right hand side, the links that expose $LQI = 255$ can be considered as good without any doubt; however, as soon as LQI falls below 254, the quantity of weak links (that experience PDR $< 80\%$) is no more negligible. Further to the left, where $LQI \leq 165$, almost all links (more than $95\%$) are definitively weak. Between these two limits, the links cannot be immediately classified as good or weak. To differentiate them, the node needs to dedicate more resources. These are called uncertain links.

This group of uncertain links is similar to the transitional region defined by Woo et al. [5], [6] as well as others [12], [13], although less links fall in this region when LQI is used instead of RSSI.

B. LQI Variability

In our experience, LQI is a relatively stable metric, though it may be sensitive to modifications of the environment. Figure 5 studies its variability, by presenting the standard deviation of LQI over each link, for all links that offer average RSSI ($\leq -91\, dBm$) — for higher values of RSSI, LQI stays at 255, as depicted in Figure 3. To the right, the extremely small variability illustrates how the good links are really stable even though their RSSI is low, which calls for giving them priority. However, in the uncertain zone, the variability of LQI is not negligible, and this is one more reason to carefully check these uncertain links before using them.

We note that below $\approx 222$, LQI seems to keep the same variability, which is a border effect, due to the fact that the packets with the worst transmission conditions are not received at all. Figure 4 shows that half of the link have PDR $< 70\%$ at the low limit of the uncertain zone and the absence of these 30% packets in the data of Figure 5 implies a bias in favor of the best LQI values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appellation</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>$LQI = 255$</td>
<td>Just use this link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>$165 \leq LQI &lt; 255$</td>
<td>Not enough information to classify this link. Prefer known good links, or compute more statistics on this link to classify it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak</td>
<td>$LQI \leq 165$</td>
<td>Certainly a weak link: advertise it as such by the routing protocol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, simple propagation models assume that the links between nodes are symmetric, i.e., they have the same PDR in both directions. In practice, even if this hypothesis is valid for strong links that offer high RSSIs and for which a small difference in the radio circuits of localized interference does not impact PDR, it can be called into question once RSSI approaches the radio reception power threshold and when the link quality varies a lot for a given reception power [14]. Although Section III-A gives us useful information on the reliability of one direction of propagation (for the received packets), the information is only valid for this communication direction. Not much is known for the reverse direction (the packets sent by the node in question).

To evaluate the prevalence of asymmetric links, we report in Table II the proportion of links in each class once a given direction is known. All three lines confirm that the symmetric case is the most frequent case. 95% of the good links are also good in the reverse direction. The uncertain links perhaps require to dedicate more efforts to use them or not: more than one third is actually good in the other direction, which indicates a strong chance of acceptable PDR, however, they should be carefully checked.

### IV. Ensure Reverse Direction Quality

Instead of pursuing elusive levels of precision for the assessment of link quality, we focus on quickly establishing if a link should be considered or not. This operation can be done with a little effort as long as the physical layer provides LQI after a packet reception. In the particular case of IEEE 802.15.4, spread spectrum (DSSS with SF=8) makes the physical layer robust enough to survive quite a bit of interference or noise. At the same time, the observation of the proportion of chip errors at the receiver gives valuable ancillary information about the channel quality. We expect that the same approach could be used for BLE (that uses FEC and DSSS) or LoRa.

From LQI, most unidirectional links are immediately either usable or not. Still, we stress that in many cases, it is safer to first check that a good candidate link is also reliable in the reverse direction, which requires just a basic handshake. Otherwise, a fraction of links requires more effort to be classified and the uncertainty can be sorted out through the exchange of a few additional packets.

We end up with a classification of the links in two categories: reliable and weak links, with the idea to avoid the latter as much as possible, only if they are necessary to maintain connectivity.

A two-class categorization lends itself well to implementing hysteresis or other kinds of stabilizing mechanism to avoid that a link oscillate between the two classes. This issue will require more investigation, although we expect to observe such a behavior in rare cases.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y → X</th>
<th>good</th>
<th>uncertain</th>
<th>weak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>44.1%</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II:** Distribution of the quality of the link Y → X when the quality of the link X → Y is known.